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HOW TO CHANGE NIC2 FROM DHCP TO A FIXED IP ADDRESS  

 

  Standard NIC2 Ethernet modules have factory set IP addresses set to 0.0.0.0 so that a DHCP (Dynamic Host 

Configuration Protocol) server may assign an IP address on the appropriate sub-net.  If a DHCP server is not available 

or if a specific IP address is desired the NIC2 may be user configured differently from the factory defaults.   

NOTE: SES warranty void for any user configured NIC2 modules.  Modifications are performed at user’s own risk.   

To perform this configuration change you will require: 

1) A working copy of Lantronix CPR Manager v. 4 .x.x. or newer, installed on your computer. 

2) A web browser. 

3)  2 shorting jumpers.  (Not supplied by SES.) 

MAC ADDRESS:  

RESET  

Jumper here. 

(Jumper not shown.) 

Place PROGRAM 

Jumper here  

(Jumper not shown.) 

Record the MAC address for future reference.  This is especially useful if you have several SES panels using NIC2 

modules to keep track of the specific panel being programmed. 

Place a jumper across the two Program pins and leave it in place. 

Temporarily jump the Reset pins. (Do not leave reset jumper in place.) This forces the NIC2 to restart in program 

mode. 

Start the Lantronix CPR Manager software supplied with the NIC2 module to determine and record the current IP 

address as shown in the illustration on the following page. 

(Figure above rotated to match orientation on main PC board.) 
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In this example, the NIC2 with MAC address 00:20:4A:F4:26:5D is currently addressed as IP address 10.0.0.202 

Close CPR Manager, start browser and key in the previously recorded IP address shown by CPR Manager.  Our 

example is http://10.0.0.202  (Not https) 

You will be prompted with this screen: 

Key in “admin” as the user name.  Do NOT attempt to key in a password.  Click on OK. 
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This is the opening screen of the NIC2 Device Server Configuration Manager on your browser interface.    

Click on: Network. 

This is the default 

Network settings screen.  

  

Click on the radio button 

to set the IP configuration. 
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The default port used in the SES NIC2 is port 10001.  If the 

port needs to be set to a different value, click on the 

Channel 1 Connection tab on the left side of the screen. 

In this example, we are changing the IP address to: 192.168.15.124 with a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0  Consult your 

network administrator for specific IP addresses and subnet masks that are required for your particular network. We 

are not using a default gateway address or DNS server, although it can be keyed in, if desired. 
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Change the Local Port value to any valid port number desired, if required for specific applications. 

NOTE: Reserved ports, such as 8080 are not recommended. 
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When all changes have been completed, click on OK button. 

If no illegal or out of range combinations have been selected,  

the page will display a “Done!” indication. 
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Once “Done!” is displayed, click on the Apply Settings tab to save the configuration changes. 

While the flash memory is being 

written, you may see a progress 

window of incrementing blue 

rectangles, as shown above. 

  

After configuration settings have been saved, it will be necessary to key in the new IP address in the web browser, 

since the NIC2 is no longer using the same IP address as previously entered. 

It is recommended at this time, that the Program jumper be removed and the reset jumper be momentarily jumped. 

This will force the NIC2 to reset and call up the stored flash memory configuration settings to verify that the IP address 

and any other configuration settings were saved correctly. 


